E36 abs relay

Original Poster. Search My Stuff What's New 3 12 24 Prev of 2 2 Next. I suspect a wheel sensor
but which one I don't know. I suspect the ABS system is not accessible through the normal bus,
the same way as the airbag needs a separate tool. Or is there anybody friendly with an
appropriate code reader I could borrow for beer money? Or failing that, a decent Indy in SE
London who pull codes for sensible money? I had a similar issue, bought a Creator C Worked
fine except confirmed the worst, I needed a new ABS module! I bought a similar BMW code
reader C or something and despite being assured it would work it reads barely anything, and
certainly no ABS codes. Mine came up with the codes and enabled me to clear them, though
they, of course, kept coming back. Thanks - I will check it out. It's going to need a service soon
and RTABs so I will get the code pulled when it's in if I haven't sorted it by then. Older ones
have an ECU the size of a video cassette behind the glovebox, as do almost all six cyl cars.
Mine was done with Autologic. Need to revisit this topic! Anyway, it soon came back on and the
MOT is up. I have a copy of INPA and an old laptop. My dad bought a usb interface but lost the
software disc! All it says on the interface is "BMW cables" so I have no idea what it is. Is it worth
bothering with the one I have not will it not be able to read them. I want to know what the code
is, fix it, and repair it. Will a generic garage spec code reader be able to identify it? E-bmw 5,
posts months. Sardonicus 17, posts months. SebringMan 1, posts months. If you are near
Warwicshire I can have a go at scanning the car for you. I have INPA which can give more
conclusive codes than cheapo readers as well as providing live data. I know it works on a
friend's E46 with the round terminal under the bonnet on his car so it "may" work on yours.
Thanks chaps. Just had a play. C reads more than I remember, seems to read the airbag system
although I don't have a light on at the mo. Still won't read the abs module though which I
understand is normal as it's on a separate bus. I'm all ears as to how to do it, it just goes
through a bunch of protocols and says "communication error or module not present". I suppose
that could be the problem in itself but I had been told by others that it would be a problem. Tried
INPA but it didn't even notice it had been plugged into the car. Uninstalled it and reinstalled it
following the instructions really carefully but various bits didn't work and it won't even run now.
I'm going to give up as it seems to want a dedicated laptop and I don't even know if my cable
will work. Think I'm just going to throw it at my garage. How hard is it to get a bloody code out?
Can generic garage code readers read these old things? I had to get the codes read on my '98
e36 after trying a couple of code readers, neither of which could get to the abs info. My TCS
light will come on and stay on if the connector gets loose. Yes, both. I had assume it was a
sensor but eta Motorsport just cleared the code and didn't tell me what it was at the last MOT!
Ps, are JAW any good? Doesn't mention being a BMW specialist Good work and a decent price,
but customer service not their strong point if I'm honest and the car always came back without
everything I had asked to be done. Had to book it in 6 weeks in advance as well. How to test
ABS relay? View previous topic :: View next topic. Does anyone knows how to test the ABS
relays? My ABS light came on, and since mine is a , i am assuming its the relay grey that is not
working.. Thanks a lot!! Back to top. G'day, Basically there are two possible things that can
cause a relay to fail. The first is if the coil in it goes open circuit breaks. The second is if the
points that carry the switched current burn out. The coil is easy to check. Find the two pins on
the base of the relay that feed the coil and apply power to them. If the coil is OK you will hear
and feel the relay click as the pionts close. For the ABS relay the two pins that you need are
numbered 85 and Just get yourself two pieces of wire and apply 12 volts from your battery or
preferably a power source other than your battery, like a battery charger or a battery that is not
installed in your car. By the way I suspect that you will actually have two relays in your car
associated with the ABS system. Not sure about the colour of them. In my car they are red and
grey, but that might not be of any help to you as mine is an Australian E36 and there are some
differences between it and the American models. Nevertheless it is standard I think for all coil
pins in relays to be numbered 85 and You can test the coils in both of your relays by applying
power to these pins. It doesn't matter which you make positive and which negative. You must
use DC though not AC. If the coils in your relays test OK then the next step is to check the
points in the relay. To do this you really need a multimeter, but you could also use a test light of
some sort. Power the coil as described above, then you should be able to measure the
resistance across pins 30 and If the resistance is much above this then I suggest that the relay
is faulty. If you don't have a multimeter try with a test light but you then need to have power in
the test lamp circuit. The power source you are using for the coil will work fine. Each relay
should have their internal circuit diagram on the side. If you are able to read that then it will
make this post easier to follow. If the relays check out OK then you will need to look elsewhere.
The next place to look would be your wheel speed sensors. But that is a whole new subject.
There are quite a lot of posts on this board dealing with ABS faults. Do a search on ABS and
check them out. Good luck. I hope that you find a faulty relay as that will probably be the

cheapest thing to fix. Let us know how you get on. All times are GMT - 5 Hours. A little bit of
background on the E36 , which covers the ''99 3 series models with some exceptions.
According to Bimmer Magazine, BMW E30 and prior engineers used complex math equations
and heavy field testing to figure out required strength and durability, then they would double or
triple the outcome, resulting in a fairly bulletproof car. Not so with the E36 , which proved to be
somewhat less reliable than the models before or after it, for two main reasons. The E36 is the
very first BMW in history to be designed on CAD, and instead of extensive testing, they relied
on the program to determine how robust a part or system should be. Secondly, they were
engineered with recycling in mind. Which is a bit of an irony, since many owners can make
these cars last upwards of thousand miles. Still, many of them were poorly maintained and
abused by previous owners, and as they're currently approaching the higher mileage threshold,
you can expect to spend a little money restoring one. But by no means should you not consider
buying one, because it's an absolute thrill to drive, and tends to be more reliable compared to
other cars in its class, despite its shortcomings. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that while
the following list may seem frightening, not all E36's will experience these issues, and since
they typically are higher mileage cars nowadays, a lot of the problems have already been
addressed by recalls and previous repairs. On to the list. Replacement pumps employ a metal
impeller. Here's how. A common preventative measure is to remove it using a procedure known
as the Fan Delete Mod, but diligent regular inspection of the blades and timely replacement
should suffice. Even if it looks fine, you may want to replace it, especially near the k mark,
which is about the typical time when radiators fail. An alternative is to replace it with an all metal
unit. The same goes for the plastic thermostat housing, aluminum replacements are available.
Again, regular visual inspection is the key to avoiding costly damage. This is characterized by a
ticking sound at idle or the sound of marbles under throttle on the passenger side of the engine
bay, most noticeable just after startup. It usually happens because engine oil can take some
time to reach the VANOS and hydraulic lifters for lubrication. Most agree that this is normal, and
is not something to worry about, unless you hear the noise all the time. In that case, the lifters
may need replacement. The M50 was notorious for this lifter noise, and in severe cases BMW
replaced the motor under warranty. However, on the M42, the problem is usually a failing chain
tensioner, a relatively easy fix. But it can also be traced to the VANOS unit, which can get stuck
in the advanced position, requiring a dealership adjustment or replacement. This is a costly
problem since the cylinder head has to come off so the gasket can be replaced with an
upgraded version. Although using only BMW approved coolant can help slow down the
process, it does not prevent the failure. This was attributed to the sulfur in gasoline, and the
only solution is to replace the damaged alloy block. If you suspect you have this issue, have a
compression test done. This will occur during the first few hundred miles, characterized by
excessive belt noise. The problem lies in both the cruise control and throttle cables, where the
plastic bushing on the cable end can break, allowing the cable sleeve to get stuck. BMW issued
a recall campaign for this, and the solution was to install a spring steel retainer clip on the cable
ends to prevent the outer sleeve from dislodging from the bushing. The ICV was manufactured
with incorrect tolerances between the rotary valve and the housing. The newer updated part
number is 13 41 1 Symptoms include a check engine light, long cranking times, black smoke
from exhaust, and wet spark plugs. Requires disassembly of the gearbox. Though very rare, this
problem is expensive and requires a rebuild or replacement altogether. This problem is
commonly referred to as "the money shift". A number of stiffer aftermarket mounts are available
at Bimmerworld. If you hear a ticking noise in the rear, have the final drive checked out. This is
due to a non-asbestos lining on the clutch plate. BMW apparently has a new lining available;
however some new owners continue to experience this shuddering. This coupling connects the
driveline to the transmission. Characterized by a knocking under the tranny hump or a thunking
noise under acceleration. Not overly difficult to replace. This is a sign of a hardware problem
with the ABS control module, which will need replacing. If the date code is 80th day of or older,
they need to be replaced. The proper torque is 15 Nm. In worst cases, the condition eventually
leads to hose failure, resulting in a loss of steering assist. This is commonly mistaken for
warped rotors as it has almost the same feel. The symptoms begin with a dull clunking noise in
the rear over bumps or rough roads, indicating that the shock piston rod has separated from the
bushing mount. This can progress into metallic noises as the mount bolts shear off if not
replaced in a timely fashion. The broken mounts eventually damage and tear the rear shock
towers. Stronger E46 mounts along with Z3 reinforcement plates are recommended for
replacement, and even better aftermarket parts are available from outfits such as Rogue
Engineering and Ground Control. A common solution is to use stronger E30 control arms with
ball joints preattached, simplifying the installation. All metal ball joints Meyle are another
alternative, but at the cost of a slightly harsher ride. Though rare, this typically requires welding

reinforcement plates to repair the body. Symptoms of bad trailing arm bushings include side
movement of the rear end under acceleration, general looseness of the rear over bumps, and
abnormal tire wear. United Bimmer has a DIY for this item. In a handful of isolated cases, the
threaded holes for the console's 3 mounting bolts fatigued, allowing the console portion of the
arm to break away from the car body. Internet rumor has it that there are some sort of legal
implications to this issue??? Symptoms are hard starting or no start condition after heavy rain
or a car wash. BMW issued a service bulletin with an easy fix for the situation. They were
replaced with Bosch coils. If you still have the older brands installed, replace them right away.
Cracked coils can seriously damage the ECU. Certain plug connections have a rectangular seal
which comes off unnoticed, allowing debris to enter and raise the electrical resistance in the
circuit, triggering a false warning. Often these problems are misdiagnosed. Some tin plated
contacts have been replaced with gold by dealerships over the years to alleviate these issues.
Contact cleaner works well as a preventative measure. The regulator can be replaced
separately. This is attributed to a magnet on the motor shaft falling out of position. The magnet
can be moved back into position to correct this problem. Visually inspect this harness from time
to time to be on the safe side. The wire could stretch and break, disconnecting it from the DME,
and triggering the check engine light. The lights on the control module will also dim or go out
completely. Fortunately, someone has figured out how to fix this without buying a new module.
This is a dealer fix, but a better alternative is to replace the radio altogether. Replacement is
fairly easy. This also damages or breaks off the external temperature sensor, which is attached
inside the duct. Inadequate adhesion causes delamination problems on door panels. Midrange
and tweeter speaker trim cracks are also common. Replacing certain parts in the sunroof
mechanism fixes the noise, and you can support the rear deck with some foam stuffing to
eliminate the rattle. A number of compounds and polishes have been known to yield good
results, but ultimately they ought to be replaced with the European glass units. I cant guarantee
its coming through the back lights,but my gf's ex car not a BM did the same so i took them
out,siliconed around where the seals sat and put them back on again So its not a hard an fast
answer but its a good place to start :. Hi all, im new to the bmw scene and not familiar with
common problems just yet. My parking lights are not working but my rear indicators,reverse
lights and brakes lights are grand,even the number plate light. What could this be? Well, you're
right if it is the stalk marker which is the issue ;. But I think he meant full side-lights! Have a i,
literally overnight it's using far more fuel than it was. A few months ago it had a choked fuel
filter, which has been replaced, but What is a likely cause, and what do I need to do or ask my
mechanic to do? Hey All! I drive an E36 i compact se ; model. Got it last may: got
headgasket,cracked cooling waterpump and, radiator replaced since I got it last May did seem
to have been serviced properly by previous owner.. Recently noticed a small oily fluid paddle
below the engine. Would anybody know what this can be, please?.. Thankfully, the I Coupe I've
recently bought has none of the above, although there is evidence of a shiny, recently installed
radiator. Can anyone help? Oh and forgot to say when driving the car it sounds like the noise is
coming from just in front of me and below a bit and on the right hand side of the car. I have a
E36 i and there are 3 things that i cant find on the net how to do. Firstly one of my fog light clips
are broken and the fog light will not click in, causing it to hang. The screws have been ripped off
when i had been doing mph causing it to hang. Ive had to tie it for now but need a permanent
fix. Im sorry if this is in the wrong section of the forum or something, im sort of new to this. You
can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account.
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